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Abstract 

We have looked at, and compared, three types of damping ring lattices: 

a) conventional 

b) wigglcr lattice with finite a 

e) wigglcr lattice with o = 0 

and observed the attainable equilibrium emitlances for the three cases assuming a con
straint on the attainable longitudinal impedance of 0.2 ohms. The emittances obtained 
are roughly in the ratio 4:2:1 lor a,b, and c. 

Introduction 

The equilibrium emitlance in a conventional damping ring depends at high energies 
on quantum fluctuations and at law energies on intrabeam scattering. A minimum is 
obtained when the two contributions are matched. It Is then found to depend critically 
on a parameter H that is dominated by the dispersion IJ and this in turn depends on the 
tune Q of the ring. We want a high Q for low cmtttance. 

But a high Q implies a large ring, and a targe ring at the required energy Implies low 
bending fields. Low bending fields imply slow damping times and small momentum spread, 
both of which are clearly undesirable. 
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Fig. 1. One half cell of a) a conventionaldamping lattice 
and b) a wlggler lattice with n =* 2.5 wiggles. 

However, high £?, a large radius and high bending fields are possible if the bending ia 
alternated (sec Fig, 1), This is the idea behind a wlgglcr lattice.' 

A problem, however, with a wigglcr lattice ia that the momentum compaction param
eter a becomes very small and problems arise with longitudinal mutabilities, o becomes 
small even in a normal rlnfi if a high tune Q it chosen, but becomes even smaller in a 
wigglcr ring and can even become negative. This gives us the possibility of looking at 
a = 0 rings where, though longitudinally they may be unstable, the growth time of the 
instability is longer than the needed damping time. 

In this note I examine what gains might be possible using these two ideas. 

Equations 

Assuming /?, and flv »r« constants, I can lake the values of the equilibrium nornullied 

emiitanccs from I) quantum fluctuations' and 2) intrabcam scattering* to be 
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(2) 

J, = Jv = 1 , 

(3) 

and £ is the magnetic field in the bending magnets; j is vertical/horizontal mixing di
ameter; tzn = "jatdp/p is the invariant longitudinal ernittance; Fw is the fraction of the 

ch-cumfcrance filled with bending magnets; ftt and flw axe the focising parameters in hor
izontal and vertical directions; and fj is the transverst ulspersion parameter. 

*l « &IR W 

where R is the mean ring radius. 

In a simple ring the contribution to H from r>' is negligible, but in a wiggler ring, 
within the wigglcr pole of length It: 

,' = . (for z = ~t to + I) (5) 

where p is the bending radius within the wigglcr, »nd z is measured from the center of 
each wiggle magnet pole. 

Substituting into Eq. (3): 

(///?) * M; (6) 

and 
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+ iFn) i [\/? +7* + j loB (* + vAi* + fl) - J log 0 ] j (7) 

where o =• Pi/ft-

In the finite o caius the impedance requirement is taken as 

n ~ e'cA' - < • ' . : . - - (6) 

where o, is the rms bunch length; E is the electron energy in electron Volts; 

A' is the number <>r vice Irons; e is tlic clectrun charge; and c is the velocity of light. 

The momentum speed is tAcn to be 

of - ^ s (j-\ 1.1 v 10- B hf l) ' /> („,ks) (fl) 

assuming J» = 2. 

The longitudinal momentum compaction a for & simple ring ia 

^ ( 0 , / f l ) 3 (IQ) 

but far the wiggler case iv« must include the effect of a finite tj'i 

(11) 

or for fm = 1 



(12) 

Comparing this with Eq. (6) we see that as the n' term in H becomes significant in 
increasing Ht it simultaneously becomes a significant reduction in a. For convenience 1 
define a term Fa giving the relative contribution of the rj' term: 

Fa ~ l?r/ W • ( l 3 ) 

In the a = 0 case, electrons or different momenta are synchronous, the beams are 
inHnitcly unstable with an infinite growth time. The machine is like a relatlvistic linac, and 
the effect of impedance is to produce "wakefields" that give a momentum spread between 
the front and back of a bunch. This momentum spread can, however, be corrected either 
in the xing, by operating at an appropriate rf phase or outside the ring in an rf section. 
The uncorrected energy spread: 

AE NeRc Z , , 

or if we set abound on ^ of 1.7% (cos 6 = 1-.025, B = 10"), then: 

Z / „ < . « 1 7 . ^ . , „ 
Method 

1. Using the above equations [ select the operating energy (E) to set the equilib
rium omittance from quantum fluctuations equal to that from intra-beam scattering. 
(Since intrabcam scattering falls with energy and quantum fluctuations rise, the 
combined emiUanct is at a minimum when they are approximately equal.) 
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2. 1 chose 0 3 depending on tlw openting ermgy Stalin* from the S i AC damping ring: 

/ j , = .77 ( — 2 — - \ 

1 take 0„ - A$v. 

3. J assume the fraction of the circumference filled with magnets Fm = -33. Given R 
this then determines the bending field B for a conventional ring. For the wiggter 
rings I keep 6—1.5 Tenia. 

4. I U1M> 

JV = 2 x I 0 1 0 

i = .01 

(m - 024 

these a)] tcinc takun from tile examples given in my introductory talk. 

5. For the finite (• vviggkr case I chose the wiggler pole lip lengthb to have 

For the a = 0 cum 

Fa = 0 . 

I now vary R and jilot the equilibrium tmitlante and Z/n requirement u a function 

or R, for the three cases 

a) conventional 

b) wiggler Fa = .1 

c) Q = 0 

Figure 2 shows these plots. 
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Fig. 2. a) Equilibrium enittance, b) impedance require
ment and c) energy for equal quantum and intrabeam 
contributions, plotted as a function of radius Ry (or A) 
a conventional ring, D) a wiggler ring and C) an a = 0 
ring. 
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Conclusion* 

From Eq. (la) we see: 

1. That at any fixed radius the equilibrium emittanccs are lower far the wiggle lattices 
than for conventional, but that the a =» 0 case Is not quite as good at the finite a 
case, 

'i. The impedance, requirement U more severe for the wisskr than the conventional, but 
thai if a radius is chosen 1o satisfy any given impedance requirement the wiggler still 
gives a tower equilibrium tniitiance. 

3. The impedance requirement for ibe o ~ 0 case H much easier. 

If i apply a bound on Z/n of 0.2 ohms I then obtain best solutions for each of the cases 
(see Table l) . We sec that the use or a wiggler lowers the achievable etnittancc by a factor 
of 2. The a — 0 case loweis the emittitnce by at least another factor of 2 (the use of a 
larger phase advance would show a greater gam). Wc also note that the tower cmUlances 
of B and C come with faster damning tinier. 

Table 1 

Conventional 

A 

WiMlw a = 0 

C 

Radius 8 m 20 20 to 
Energy E GeV 1.9 1.1 1.S 
Emittance t u m 10"* 5 x 10-« 2.4 X 10~* 

Damping Time t msec 13 3.7 2,7 
Focusing P* m 114 .8? 1.0 

Momentum Spread trP 10~ a .55 .6 .73 

Hunch length o, mm 8.5 16 11 

Volts lost/turn V MV .1 .2 1.3 

W'IEBICS n 1 1 « 2.5 ] 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
Uniied Stales Government. Neither the United Stales Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the Uniied States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
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